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PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION LABELS

For numerical control of inventory and identification of equipment.
These labels will adhere permanently to painted surfaces, glass and metal.

Available In Your Choice Of:
LoXon Metalized bright silver film that has been

treated with a special coating in a tamper resistant pattern.
This pattern appears when an attempt is made to transfer
a properly applied LoXon Label.

Four attractive stock
designs in economical
one or two color labels.

PLASTICK

® White, destructable 2 mil vinyl.
Extremely difficult to remove intact. Conforms to
irregular surfaces.

For two color labels choose P2, P3 or P4. The more economical
one color label is P1. Your wording and consecutive number on
all four will be in black.
The pressure sensitive labels are easy to use as they require no
moistening. Once applied they are extremely difficult to remove
without leaving evidence of tampering.
Any of the labels shown are furnished as individual labels 2” x 1”
with an additional 1/2” peel tab or as strips of ten labels 2” x 10.5”
including the 1/2” tab at the top. All are coated after printing with
clear water proofing gloss that also adds scuff resistance.
All material and workmanship guaranteed to your satisfaction
for a year.
Colors available for P2, P3 and P4 are Red, Light Green, Light
Blue, Magenta, Orange, Brown, Yellow, Dark Blue, Teal, Silver,
Dark Green. A lighter background color on the P2 and P4
designs makes the labels more legible and is suggested.
Unusually numbered stickers in many other sizes, colors and
shapes are available. Please describe your needs and we will
answer promptly.

The Strip is
Shown Half Size
Actual Strip Size 2” x 10.5”

Loxon
P1

These Five Labels Are Shown
Half Size Actual Size 2.5”x1”

Prices: Net F.O.B. Fort Smith, Arkansas • May, 2016
U.S. $
Please Specify
Material Choice

1,000
2,500
5,000
10,000

One Color P1

$533.85
$644.22
$828.17
$1196.07

711 North A Street • P.O. Box 168
Fort Smith, Arkansas 72902-0168

800.242.4995
www.wwlinc.com

fax 479.783.7050

Bar Coded Labels available on our
Plastick Material - Contact us for pricing.
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